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Problem Statement
n
n
n

Military cyber ranges provide white, grey, black, and red hat operators to
practice offensive and defensive skills and test new tools and techniques
Limited means of representing the real-world effects of cyber operations
No architectures that integrate the strengths of cyber and kinetic simulations
n
n

n

Cyber actions (e.g. SQL injections) are best represented in live or synthetic cyber
simulations
Cyber effects (e.g. shutting off power to an area of interest) is best represented in
constructive simulation

Integration of cyber simulation with constructive simulation
n
n

Allows realizations of the actions of cyber operations on the kinetic domains
Allows the effects from kinetic operations on the cyber domain
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Architecture
n

Cyber simulation and constructive simulation integration
n

Cyber Simulation: Carnegie Mellon University’s Simulation, Training, and Exercise
Platform (STEP)
n

n

The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) STEP contains CERT hands on virtual labs and
training courses on information assurance, incident response, computer forensics, insider threat,
software security and other vital information security topics. STEP offers a solution to the cybersecurity
workforce to build knowledge, skills, and experience dealing with cyber threats. The platform enables
users to test new technologies and approaches to better advance the state of practice for cyber
workforce development.

Constructive Simulation: PEO STRI’s One Semi-Automated Forces (OneSAF)
n

Government Off The Shelf (GOTS), open source, entity-level simulation that supports both ComputerGenerated Forces (CGF) and Semi-Automated Forces (SAF) applications. OneSAF as an exemplar
simulation allows us to experiment with a variety of scenarios to include SCADA systems and
Unmanned Aerial Systems(UASs).
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Scenario
n

n

n

n

Special operations forces (SOF) conducting a
hostage rescue mission originally developed by
CERT to demonstrate the efficacy of this approach.
The goal of the assault team was to remain
undetected by the enemy as long as possible to
maximize the chances for success and reduce
casualties.

Hostage

Security
Camera

The scenario demonstrates how the application of different cyber effects can have a significant
impact on the overall outcome of the mission and how this tactical context improves the event
for both the cyber and non-cyber role-players.
Mission success is not achievable unless the cyber actions are performed correctly and at the
right times during the scenario execution.
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Solution
n

In order to provide realistic and desired cyber effects, the following new and enhanced
capabilities were implemented in OneSAF:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Implementation of Controllers, Lights, and Cameras
Implementation of Streetlights, Searchlights, and Appearance Agents
Consistent display across all user interfaces
Infiltration behavior
Modification to Assault Building Behavior
Cyber Effects Test Harness
Open source/open architecture interoperability component for CERT and other Cyber Simulations to use.
OneSAF

CMU CERT STEP
Two-Way
Connection
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Solution: Controller, Lights, Cameras
n

Implemented controllers
(e.g. SCADA) which control
assigned assets
(e.g. Lights) in three states:
n
n
n

n

Normal
Compromised
Disabled

Controllers allow cyber operators
to attack and disabled building
lights
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Solution: Streetlights, Search Lights
n

n
n

Streetlights are omnidirectional,
illuminating objects within a
prescribed radius
Searchlights project a cone of light
and can pan across an area
OneSAF platforms reason about
streetlights and searchlights (e.g.
avoid detections within lit areas)
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Solution
n

Consistent display across all user interfaces
n

n

Infiltration Behavior
n
n

n

Enhancements were made to all three control interfaces (i.e. MCT, WCT, ARES) for
displaying streetlights. Also, the camera screenshots in OneSAF are reflected exactly the
same way in STEP.
Capable of conducting infiltration while avoiding lit areas using darker areas as areas of
concealment
Allows the infiltration team to reason from another platforms situation awareness to assist
in infiltration

Modified Assault Building Behavior
n

Enhancement the Assault Building Behavior to include handling of infiltration activities
inside a building (i.e. accounts for hostages within building, what floor?, what room?)
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Solution: Cyber Test Harness
n

n
n

Useful to inject cyber actions,
similar to STEP, triggering cyber
effects within OneSAF
Test Harness provides a REST
interface
Accessible on a local network
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Results
n

STEP and OneSAF simulations are able to interoperate successfully to provide
real-time cyber warfare simulation.
n
n
n

n

Successfully demonstrated the ability to pass cyber actions and cyber effects between the
two models through the JSON interface.
Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO): BLUFOR team successfully defends UAV recon
activities from live OPFOR cyber attacks.
Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO): BLUFOR is able to attack power grid, SCADA
system, and IP cameras.

In NO execution of the scenario was the assault team successful without the
application of some cyber effects.
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Future Work
n
n

Integration of OneSAF with STEP proved the viability of the concept and provided a useful
set of capabilities.
We have identified a number of ideas for future work that would improve the capabilities and
applicability of the cyber-kinetic interactions:
n GPS Jamming and Jamming Effects
n Enhancements to MSDL to represent Cyber Terrain
n Discovery capability between Cyber and Kinetic simulations
n Implementation of Alarms and Auditory Sensors
n Camera Spoofing
n Test Harness Enhancements
n Social Media Simulation
n Interoperability standardization with other cyber simulations such as Network Defense
Trainer (NDT) and CyberCENTS
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Conclusion
n
n

Providing integrated cyber/kinetic environment capabilities is applicable for and
provides benefits across multiple modeling and simulation (M&S) communities.
Representation of cyber actions in a cyber simulation and representations of
cyber effects in a kinetic simulation creates a more realistic environment for
training, analysis, and experimentation.
n

n

This is more effective than trying to jam kinetic representations into a cyber model or vice
versa.

The capabilities demonstrated so far are available in the domestic OneSAF v8.7
release.
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